Network analysis represents a valuable and flexible framework to understand the structure of individual interactions at the population level in animal societies. The versatility of network representations is moreover suited to different types of datasets describing these interactions. However, depending on the data collection method, different pictures of the social bonds between individuals could a priori emerge. Understanding how the data collection method influences the description of the social structure of a group is thus essential to assess the reliability of social studies based on different types of data. This is however rarely feasible, especially for animal groups, where data collection is often challenging. Here, we address this issue by comparing datasets of interactions between primates collected through two different methods: behavioral observations and wearable proximity sensors. We show that, although many directly observed interactions are not detected by the sensors, the global pictures obtained when aggregating the data to build interaction networks turn out to be remarkably similar. Sensors data yield moreover a reliable social network already over short timescales and can be used for long term campaigns, showing their important potential for detailed studies of the evolution of animal social groups. Introduction 1 Interactions between individuals are the foundation of complex social structures in 2 human and other animal societies. Network analysis represents a valuable framework to 3 understand the structure and evolution of these interactions, as it encodes a whole 4 hierarchy of patterns, from individual-level interactions to complex population-level 5 social structures. [1-3, 3-8].
objective and reliable definition of contact as a proximity event. Second, all individuals 47 equipped with a sensor are monitored together, continuously and potentially for a long 48 time without the need for constant human supervision. This enables in principle the 49 collection of large data sets covering long periods of times and, consequently, makes it 50 possible to investigate the evolution and stability of social relationships and social 51 groups on long timescales. On the other hand, wearable sensors do not yield 52 information on the type of behavioral interactions and they do not register contacts 53 with individuals not wearing any sensor, such as very young individuals or out-group 54 members for instance. The quality of the collected data might also depend on 55 infrastructure constraints and potential technical failures, so that sampling issues must 56 also be considered carefully [20, 40] . 57 Thus, data obtained from direct observations and from wearable sensors 58 infrastructures have very different nature and could in principle lead to very different 59 descriptions and understanding of the social bonds between individuals and of the 60 resulting social networks [41, 42] . 61 behavioral observations by trained human observers and (ii) an infrastructure based on 82 wearable sensors (see http://www.sociopatterns.org/). 83 For these two data sets, we first test the agreement between observations and the 84 sensors data at the level of single events: we systematically check whether an observed 85 interaction was also registered by the sensors. Overall, only a limited fraction of 86 observed interaction events were registered, with strong fluctuations depending on the 87 day of observation and type of behavior. However, and despite this poor agreement at 88 the level of single events, we show that the time-aggregated networks, and hence the 89 pictures of the group social structure, are remarkably similar. 90 Finally, we analyse the amount of time that it takes using each data collection 91 method to obtain a robust social network, by comparing the social networks obtained 92 using different time aggregation windows. Strikingly, the social network obtained with 93 just one day of sensor data is very similar to the one based on the aggregation over one 94 whole month of data. Comparatively, the network obtained from observations fluctuates 95 more between short and long aggregation windows because of stronger sampling effects. 96 This shows the potential of wearable sensors infrastructures to detect changes in a social 97 group organization on short timescales and to also monitor its long term evolution. 98 Methods 99 System setting and data collection 100 The data collection involved a group of captive Guinea baboons (Papio papio) living in 101 an enclosure of the CNRS Primate Center in Rousset-sur-Arc (France). The entire 102 group consisted of 19 individuals (7 males and 12 females) with age ranging from 1 to 103 23 years old. proximity ( 1.5 m) of individuals A and B [14] . Moreover, the radio frequency emitted 138 by the RFID tags was absorbed by body water, so that the radio packets tended to 139 propagate mostly towards the front of the individual wearing the device. The packets 140 exchange rate depended thus on the mutual orientation of the individuals and the 141 infrastructure detected mainly face-to-face interactions. The detected spatial proximity 142 relations were relayed from RFID tags to radio receivers (RFID readers), which were 143 installed around the enclosure and connected to a local area network (LAN). A central 144 server received the data, timestamping and storing each event.
145
Data were finally aggregated with a temporal resolution of 20 seconds (for more 146 details see [14] ): we thus defined two individuals to be in contact during a 20s time 147 window if their sensors exchanged at least one packet during that interval, and the 148 contact event was considered over when the sensors did not exchange packets over a 20s 149 interval.
150
In the following, we will refer to the observed behaviors corresponding to 151 interactions as 'interactions' or 'observed interactions', and to the contacts collected by 152 the sensors as 'contacts' or 'contact events'. The baboons lived in an outdoor enclosure (700m 2 ) connected to an indoor area that 162 provided shelter when necessary. Water was provided ad libitum within the enclosure, 163 and they received their normal ratio of food (fruits, vegetables, and monkey chow) every 164 day at 5 pm. The baboons were all born within the primate centre. This research was 165 carried out in accordance with French standards and received approval from the 166 national French ethics committee, the "Comité d'Ethique CE-14 pour l'Expérimentation 167 Animale" (approval number APAFIS#4816-2015091110584769).
168

Data analysis 169
Comparison of the two data sets at the level of single events. We compute 170 the fraction of observed interactions that were also detected by the wearable sensors 171 infrastructure system as follows. Each observed interaction event involves two 172 individuals i and j and is assigned a time t (for point events) or an interval [t start , t stop ] 173 (for state events), with t start and t stop the moments of beginning and end of the 174 interaction, respectively. Note that the observed interactions are often directed, with an 175 actor individual and a recipient individual. However, since the proximity events 176 registered by the wearable sensors are not directed, we consider undirected versions of 177 the behavioral data (i.e., the direction of the interaction is not taken into account).
178
An observed interaction event is then considered as tracked if at least one RFID 179 packet was exchanged between the sensors of individuals i and j within the time 180 window [t − ∆t, t + ∆t] or [t start − ∆t, t end + ∆t], for point and state events respectively, 181 where ∆t is a tolerance interval. This tolerance is introduced to take into account three 182 elements: (i) the potential delay of the observer in reporting the interaction with respect 183 to its actual occurrence; (ii) the 20s time aggregation of the RFID sensors data (iii) the 184 possible asynchrony between the observer's tablet computer in which observed 185 interactions were registered and the time of the computer storing the sensors' data. 186 Obviously, to compute the fraction of tracked interaction events, we only consider 187 observed events involving two individuals wearing collars embedded with sensors. interactions during that time window. We first consider as time window the whole 192 period in which observations were carried out, and we restrict the observational data to 193 the 13 individuals with collars and sensors. We thus obtain a "contact network" from 194 the wearable sensor data and an "interaction network" from the observed interactions, 195 both covering the period from June 27 th to July 10 th , 2019. Both networks are 196 undirected and weighted.
197
In the aggregated interaction network, a weighted link between nodes i and j is 198 drawn if at least one interaction was observed between i and j during the aggregation 199 time window. The weight w (I) ij of the link between individuals i and j is given by the 200 total number of interaction events recorded between i and j during this time. Note that 201 we use here the number of interactions and not their total duration in order to account 202 also for point events. Similarly, in the contact network, a link was drawn between i and 203 j if at least one contact was recorded between them by the sensors infrastructure, and 204 the corresponding weight w (C) ij is given by the number of contacts recorded by the 205 sensors between i and j. 206 We compare the contact and interaction networks using several metrics. We 207 computed the Pearson and Kendall's τ correlation coefficients between the two lists of 208 weights to measure respectively the linear correlation and the similarity of the orderings 209 of the weights in the two networks. We also considered two different versions of cosine 210 similarity measures between the networks weights. A cosine similarity measure is in 211 general defined between two vectors, and is bounded between −1 and +1. It takes the 212 value 1 if the vectors are proportional with a positive proportionality constant, a value 213 of −1 if the proportionality constant is negative, and 0 if they are perpendicular. For 214 positive weights as in our case, it is bounded between 0 and 1. We consider first a 215 Global Cosine Similarity (GCS) measure between the two networks as the cosine 216 similarity between the two vectors formed by the list of all links weights in each network 217 (using a weight 0 if a link is not present):
We moreover consider local versions of the cosine similarity: the Local Cosine Similarity 219 (LCS) of a node i is given by the cosine similarity between the vectors of weights 220 involving i in each network:
(2)
LCS I,C (i) is thus equal to 1 if i has been detected as linked with the same individuals 222 in the two data sets with proportional weights.
223
It is equal to 0 if i has disjoints sets of neighbours in the two networks. Here we use 224 the average LCS value over all individuals as a measure of similarity between the two 225 networks.
226
To get a better grasp of the values obtained, we consider a null model in which the 227 weights are reshuffled among the links for one of the networks. We perform 1000 228 realizations of this reshuffling and recompute the values of correlations and similarities 229 in each realization, obtaining a null distribution for each measure. time window. In addition to the whole observation time windows, we consider shorter 233 time windows of 1 day, 3 days and one week. We then study the stability and dynamics 234 of each network by computing for each data set the cosine similarities between the 235 networks aggregated on all pairs of time window (with a given length). For instance, if 236 we consider two different time periods t 1 and t 2 , we denote by w (I,t1) ij and w (I,t2) ij the 237 weights of the links between individual i and j in the interaction networks aggregated 238 over t 1 and t 2 respectively, and the local cosine similarity of i in the interaction network 239 between t 1 and t 2 is
Local and global cosine similarities can be defined in the same way for each data set, 241 and can also be defined between networks aggregated on time windows of different 242 lengths. We compute for each data set similarities between the network aggregated on 243 the whole observation time window and networks aggregated on the first n days of 244 observations, in order to understand how fast the weight structure of each network 245 converges to its fully aggregated version.
246
Results
247
Single interaction and contact events 248
Behavioral data The total number of behaviors recorded for the entire group of 19 249 individuals is 5, 377. From this full data set of observations we keep just the behaviors 250 involving the 13 individuals that were carrying collars with wearable sensors. Among Figure 2 represents the distributions of durations for the observed interactions (i.e., 257 with associated duration) both for the subgroup of collared individuals and for the 258 whole group, which includes very young juveniles and babies. Durations cover a broad 259 range of values with a cut-off point at 300s (5 minutes) corresponding to the duration of 260 the focal observation (i.e., some interactions lasted more than 300s but their total 261 duration is unknown). We also note that the distributions of events concerning the 262 whole group or only the collared individuals have similar shapes, with however more 263 short interactions when babies are included.
264
Contacts registered by the sensors During the period in which observations were 265 carried out, 31, 783 contact events were recorded between the 13 individuals. Of these, 266 4, 823 (15% of the total) were recorded during the periods of behavioral observations.
267
The number of contacts per day was ∼ 1, 135 on average and ranged from 754 (June continuous distribution spanning all values in between (see Fig. 2 ), as observed in many 273 different contexts for human and animal groups [14, 15, 18, 20, 39, 44] . In fact, we report 274 on the same graph the statistics of contact durations measured by wearable sensors between students in a school, reported in [19] and freely accessible: it turns out that the 276 distributions of contact durations of baboons and of humans are indeed very similar. 277 10 0 10 1 10 2 10 3 contact duration t (s) 10 . Note that according to the observational method used in this study, individuals are observed for 5 minutes (300 seconds) at a time. The peak value at 300s for the observations data is therefore an artifact of the observation method. 
Comparing interactions and contacts
283
In addition, the duration of interactions starting before the start of a given observation 284 5-minutes time-window, or ending after its end, are necessarily underestimated, which 285 biases the resulting distribution in a complex way. Overall, it seems possible that the 286 two distributions would have similar slopes at large durations if this cut-off were not 287 enforced although a detailed study of the biases introduced by the cut-off is beyond the 288 scope of this work.
289
To go beyond this statistical comparison, we perform a detailed matching procedure, 290 as described in Methods, between each single observed interaction (in the behavioral 291 data) and the contact events (obtained from the sensors data). Table 1 gives the results 292 of this matching, for different categories of interactions and different values of the obtained from the sensors infrastructure. The fraction is notably larger if we consider 297 only grooming events, which are known to be very important socially [52] . We note that 298 in this case the fraction of tracked observed interactions is about 50%, a value very close 299 to the one recently obtained in [47] in a comparison between the contacts between 300 human individuals as observed in an annotated video and as registered by wearable 301 sensors. On the contrary, the fraction is lower for very short events such as greetings. 302 We finally note that we can consider the reverse procedure, considering the contacts 303 registered by the sensors as ground truth. To this aim, we restrict the sensors' contact 304 data to the time windows corresponding to the behavioral observation periods: only 305 6.63% of these contacts were recorded by the observer as interactions. Note that this 306 small number is not surprising, as the observer focuses on one individual at a time, Table 1 . Fractions of observed interactions with a corresponding match in the sensors data. We consider an interaction to have a match in the contacts data if the pair of individuals involved in the interaction appears in the sensors data in the same time window ±∆t (see Methods). We report the overall fraction of matched interactions (first row), the average fraction over the days (second row) with the corresponding standard deviation (third row), and the minimum and the maximum (fourth and fifth row) fractions of tracked interactions over the different days. The values were computed for different delay parameters ∆t, and considering either all interactions, only state events (i.e., interactions with duration), only grooming events and only greeting events.
Comparing interaction and contact networks 310
Both interaction and contact networks, obtained from the aggregation over the whole 311 period of observation, are very dense, with respectively 70 and 78 links (in particular, 312 the contact network is fully connected, i.e., with at least one contact registered between 313 all pairs of individuals).
314
The two networks have by nature widely different weights, due to the differences in 315 the methods of measurement. In particular, the number of observed interactions is 316 strongly limited by the amount of time dedicated to the observation of each individual. 317 As a result, the number of observed interactions between a given pair of individuals is at 318 most of a few tens. On the other hand, sensors are active at all times and the weights of 319 the contact network span several orders of magnitude, as common in such data sets [14] . 320 Despite these differences in the range of weights of the two networks, Figure 3 show that 321 the statistical distributions have in fact very similar shapes.
322
In addition, Figure 4 gives a visualization of the two weighted networks in which the 323 weights have been rescaled to have comparable widths. This figure highlights some To go further, we present in Table 2 a systematic comparison of the strongest links 330 in both networks. The table reports the lists of the ten strongest links in each network. 331 The two strongest links are the same in both networks, and more than half (6/10) of 332 these links appear in both interaction and contacts networks. The links that are among 333 the top ten of one network but not of the other are moreover within the top 20 strongest 334 links of the other network, except for one. The exception is the only link between two 335 adult males appearing in Table 2 , namely the link BOBO-PIPO, ranked 8 th for the 336 interaction network but only 55 th in the contact network. The interactions between 337 adult males are usually short greetings ('presenting'), which are not face-to-face but face 338 to rear (see the description of behaviors in the Supplementary Material), making this 339 interaction harder to be detected by the sensors. We checked that this was indeed the 340 case for the BOBO-PIPO link, with almost only greetings and other point events (92%). 341
Rank Interaction Network (observations) Contacts Network (sensors data)
FANA -FELIPE FANA -ANGELE 10 EWINE -PETOULETTE FEYA -ANGELE Table 2 . Top 10 strongest links. For each network, links are ordered based on their weights, from the strongest to the weakest. The links in bold are the ones present in both top ten rankings. aggregation window of one month is usually advocated [22, 48] . In the case of data 360 collected through wearable sensors on the other hand, a large amount of contacts is 361 already recorded after a few hours. However, it is a priori unclear whether the 362 structures present on short timescales such as e.g. one day of data fluctuate from day to 363 day or are stable and already representative of the group social structure and of its strong links. Indeed, the structures present in the monthly aggregated network might 365 result either from a superposition of different daily networks, or, on the contrary, from 366 the repetition of the same contact network every day.
367
To investigate this issue, we compute aggregated interaction and contact networks 368 over different timescales (1 day, 3 days, 1 week), obtaining in each case series of 369 successive snapshots corresponding to the interactions observed or to the contacts 370 measured in successive time windows. For each type of network, we compute the cosine 371 similarities (local and global) between each couple of snapshots to determine how stable 372 networks are, once aggregated on such timescales. We show in Fig. 6 the resulting 373 color-coded matrices for the average local cosine similarity: the values obtained for the 374 interaction network are much lower than for the contact network, showing that the 375 former fluctuates much more than the latter. We show in the Supplementary Material 376 that the interaction networks aggregated at daily scale are even more fluctuating, and 377 that important differences are measured even between weekly aggregated successive 378 networks. On the other hand, daily networks obtained from sensor data are already quite stable. 380 We then build interaction and contact networks on time windows of increasing 381 lengths, starting from the beginning of the observations (using only the first day of data, 382 then the first two days and so on), and compare them with the aggregated network 383 based on the whole observation time window. Figure 7 shows the resulting GCS and 384 average LCS as a function of the length of the time window considered. The obtained 385 similarities are already close to 1 when only one day of the sensors data is used (GCS = 386 0.93, Avg. LCS = 0.90), and remain at high values for longer time windows. In fact, the 387 inset shows that similarity values rise above 0.8 as soon as about 10 − 12 hours of data 388 are collected. Comparatively, the similarities with the final aggregated network increase 389 much more slowly for the interaction data than for the contact data. For instance, the 390 one-day interaction network has much smaller similarity with the monthly one (GCS = 391 0.68, Avg. LCS = 0.58). However, they reach very high values already after 9 − 10 days 392 of observation.
393
Finally, to illustrate the possibility to explore long timescales using the sensors infrastructure, we consider the data collected after the observation period was over. On the other hand, sensors provide a large amount of data in a continuous manner, 419 with a high temporal resolution and potentially on very long timescales. However, the 420 advantage of having an objective definition of a contact as an exchange of radio packets 421 between sensors is at the same time a limitation since no information on the behavior of 422 the individuals in contact is available. In particular, it is not possible to distinguish affiliative behaviors from agonistic ones, and it is therefore not possible to determine 424 the dominance hierarchy using only wearable proximity sensors. Moreover, two types of 425 sampling biases need to be mentioned. First, the directionality of the sensors limits the 426 detection to approximately face-to-face interactions, while some social interactions 427 between primates (in particular, greetings or social resting) occur when individuals have 428 different mutual orientations. Second, individuals not wearing the sensors are by 429 definition absent from the data. In the case of human populations, it has been shown 430 that a uniform population sampling does not alter the statistical properties of the 431 contact network between individuals [20] . However, the absence of data concerning a 432 specific subgroup of individuals with behavioral patterns different from the rest of the 433 group (such as all the individuals less than 6 years old, in our case) is a clear limitation. 434 Another difficulty could also come from data losses whenever a part of the 435 infrastructure fails. We show however in the Supplementary Material by simulating the 436 failure of a reader that the structure of the social network deduced from the sensor data 437 remains very stable even when the amount of data lost is important. 438 We have performed a comparison of the two data sets at various levels of detail. At 439 the most detailed level, we have checked for each observed interaction whether a contact 440 was registered by the sensors at the same time. This matching turns out to be very 441 limited: about one third of the observed interactions was also recorded by the sensors, 442 but this amount fluctuates and depends strongly on the type of interaction. In 443 particular, for interactions that tend to last, such as grooming, the percentage of 444 tracked events rises to ∼ 50% and is above ∼ 80% in some days of observations. This is 445 particularly important as grooming behavior is for primates one of the core social 446 interactions allowing to define the social structure of the group [52] . For short and 447 elusive interactions instead, like greeting, this percentage is only of about ∼ 20%, which 448 can be explained by the fact that greetings among primates are most often not 449 face-to-face interactions. Notably, our results are in line with [47] , where the 450 correspondence was examined between data collected by wearable sensors and a video of 451 the same interactions, yielding a sensitivity of 50% (about half of the interactions 452 annotated on the video were present in the wearable sensor data).
453
Although this limited correspondence between the two methods of measuring 454 interactions could be seen as a negative result, it is striking that, when considering the 455 global social structure extracted from the data, the results of the two methods are in 456 fact strikingly similar. First, at a statistical level, the distributions of events durations 457 are broad in both cases, with most events having a short duration, and a continuously 458 decreasing distribution with no cutoff except the one imposed by the procedure. The 459 distributions of weights (number of events between two individuals) are also very 460 similar. Most importantly, the networks aggregated over the whole observation period 461 turn out to be extremely similar as measured by several metrics: the weights of a link 462 joining two individuals are highly correlated in the two networks, the top ranked links 463 and the strong structures are preserved. Overall, the picture of the social network 464 provided by the two measurement systems are thus extremely similar, despite the 465 discrepancies observed at the very detailed level. We note that this result is at odds 466 with the analysis of [41] , in which an interaction network and a proximity network, built 467 from the same set of direct observations of baboons, were shown to differ. However, our 468 infrastructure detects very close proximity, which would be allowed only between 469 animals sharing a certain level of trust, while the proximity criterion used by [41] was of 470 5 or 10 meters, thus not corresponding to a "contact" between individuals.
471
Moreover, we have built aggregated networks at shorter timescales and investigated 472 how quickly a reliable network could be obtained in each case. The observation network 473 fluctuates strongly from day to day. It yields a very similar picture with respect to the 474 whole observation period after about 10 days of observation. This is in agreement with 475
